Talk a Lot
Animals
General Questions:
1. Are there any words that you don’t know? Use a dictionary to find the meanings.
2. Take some cards. Describe the word on a card without saying it.
3. How many words have… a) 1 syllable, b) 2 syllables, c) 3 syllables, d) 4 syllables, e) 5 syllables?
4. Put words with more than one syllable into groups according to where the strong
stress falls.
5. Put the words into alphabetical order.
6. Put together words that have the same number of letters.
7. Put together words that start with the same letter.
8. How many words can you remember when they are all turned over?
9. Put words that contain the same sounds into groups (see phonetic chart on p.152).

Lesson Questions:
1. Which word sounds like… a) third, b) iron, c) sat, d) wizard, e) park, f) sale, g) me?
2. Find all of the… a) insects, b) mammals, c) reptiles, d) sea creatures, e) pets.
3. a) Put together all of the animals that live in your country. b) In which parts of the
world do the other animals live?
4. Put the animals into order, from the smallest to the largest.
5. Which animal(s) can… a) swim underwater, b) spin a web, c) fly, d) jump very high?
6. a) Which animals can we eat? b) Put them into order, from the tastiest to the yuckiest.
7. Put the animals into order, from the most beautiful to the ugliest.
8. Which animals have got… a) four legs, b) eight legs, c) the most legs, d) no legs?
9. Put the animals into order, from the most useful to the least useful.
10. Which two animals work in a team with many others to serve their queens?
11. Which animal has the longest neck?
12. Which animals carry their homes on their backs?
13. Which animal makes each sound… a) moo, b) bark, c) roar, d) growl, e) baa, f) tweet,
g) oink, h) croak, i) buzz, j) neigh, k) meow?
For more fun worksheets, games and quizzes log onto www.englishbanana.com now!
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